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l<ili's Kafe to eloSe . . /
of the popula·r party spqt

CHESS CLUB IN
THE COMMUNITY
THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY
CHESS CLUB IS REACHING
OUT TO THE COMMUNITY.
READ MORE'ABOUT THEIR
EFFORTS IN CAMPUS.
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ART IN THE CITY
THERE'S PLEN:rY OF
ARTWORK JUST DOWN THE
STREET. FIND OUT WHERE
IN MEIRO.
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LIFE & STYLE

WINTER HITS
WHAT'S NEW WITH WINTER
MUSIC? TURN TO LIFE &
STYLE TO FIND OUT.
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District Police Chief,
Charles Ramsey, temporarily closed the doors of Kili's
Kafe Monday, following
an early morning shooting
in which four people were
wounded.
,
Police were called to
the intersection of eighth
and Florida Avenue at
around 2:45 a.m. yesterday
morning after receiving
calls from residents who
reported hearing gunshots.
When they arrived, police
found four people shot.
One of the yicti1ns
managed to drive himself to a local hospi~al and
another was listed in serious condition as of last
night. Investigators have
not' released the condition
of the remaining victims.
Though district police
are still working to determine if the victin1s were ever
actually at Kili's before the
shooting occurred, Ramsey
yesterday sided with local
residents and a councilman
who wanted the· club shut
' down because of a recent
rash of violent activity in
. the area surrounding the
lounge.
Council member Jim
Graham, who represents
ward one, has emerged as
a leading critic of Kili's.
Graham authored the legislation that gave Ramsey the
authority to shut d0\-\'11 the
club for up to 96 hours. "I
am pleased to tell you that
on my recommendation
and pursuant to the law I
authored, the Metropolitan
Police Department ·has
closed Kili's Kafe," Graham

Historic U.S. District
Court Judge Dies

Nkol ~

Rn.'CI * StAtr Phot.ogr.tphtr

Kill's Kate Is temporarily closed because of a shooting near the club. ·

said in a brief statement
listed on his website. "I
expect that·the ABC Board
will meet tomorrow to consioer and hopefully approve
a temporary suspension of
the license until a hearing
can be held on the latest
shooting."
Graham said in the
statement ·that the bill was
necessary "to deal with situations exactly like these,
when continued operation
of the licensed establishn1ent presents an imn1inent
danger to the health and
safety of the public."
Kili's O\'\lllers, K Lounge
·LLC, said in a -statement
yesterday the club is not
the reason for shootings in
the area and claimed that
crime has always been a
problem. " K Lounge LLC's
manage1nent believes crime
is a community problem

that existed before Killi's the Louisiana and Texas
Kafe opened its doors," the clubs," Grant said. "I don~t
statement read.
know what else they are
Howard students who gonna do."
frequent Kili's and have
Quenstin King, a junior
held events at the club, said computer science major at
they have always felt safe Norfolk State, said that he
while partying but admit partied at Kili's a week ago
that the lounge is "kinda while visiting and enjoyed
sketchy". "I've been going himself, even though he
to Kili's since freshmen admitted that the lounge
year when it was 2K9 and isn't in the safest part of
I've never had any trouble," town.
said Crystal Grant, a junior
"I went to Kili's last
psychology major who once Friday when I was visiting
did pro1notions work for a and I .thought it was great.
group that hosted events at Sure it wasn't in the safKili's. ".. .it does see1n to est area and it didn't look
attract a certain element." · like the best environment
Grant saia That if the"' out tJlere 1s nothing wrong
club \Vere permanently with a bit of danger," King
closed, it would definitely ·said. "...I can't say I felt
have an effect on campus completely safe and secure
life. "If they close it for while I was there, but the
good it will effect campus party was enough to make
because student organiza- me forget that part."
tions hold things there like

SPECIAL
TREATMENT?

•

TURN TO SPORTS TO SEE
THE DIFFERENT PRIVILEGES THE MARCHING
BAND AND FOOTBALL TEAM
RECEIVE.
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Avoiding the Tow T"ruck in O.C.
/l~

BY NATALIE WILSON
Contributing Writer

Traditionally,. the winter season is a time when
we debut our fashionable
coats, scarves, and boots.
But beware, because if
you're not careful where
you park your car, this
winter could give the tenn
"boots" a whole new meaning.
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In a region such as the
D.C area where there is an
estimated 2-3 times more
cars than parking spaces,
finding parking in the location of your choice for some
is much like winning the
lottery.
One of the biggest
obstacles of parking isn't
necessarily finding the
space, but' rather choosing
to gamble between obeying
the rules (which may cause
you to lose your parking
space), and getting a ticket.
Howard students who
commute to the university
have been willing to take
the risk, but have also had
to suffer the consequences.
Shayla Humphrey, a
senior audio production
major, makes a 45-minute commute from Bowie,
Maryland to attend classes
at Howard. Humphrey has
currently accumulated· a
total of 3 parking tickets.
Humphrey
talked
about how difficult it can
be for her to find parking
and the personal risks she's
had to take.
"You have to make
up your own parks some. times," Hun1phrey said.

Pholo Coul1("Sy or """''''''Jobjournnl.eo111

Parking spaces In the District are limited, whlchh results in students find themselves accumulating hundreds of dollars In parking fines and fees.

"Park illegal or turn my
paper in on time, what a_m
I going to do? I have to roll
the dice."
Other students have
similar experiences to that
of Humphrey's, and to
some extent are willing to
take the chance of getting a
ticket as long as they have a
place to park.
. ·
Rashell O'Neal, a junior
political sc~ence major,
received $25 and $100
tickets on two separate
occasions because she was
parked for the entire day in
a 2-hour zone.
However, some would
argue that th.e best way' to
avoid tickets is to be observant and consider other
alternatives.
Mary Myers, Public
Information Officer of the
DC Department of Public
Works, said that one of the
best pieces of advice would
· be to time daily trips, especially in areas around universities, and to pay atten-

tion to parking rules.
Myers also advised
that students look into the
options of a parking permit
or off street parking, such
as a parking garage, and
suggested that students
take advantage of public
transportation, including
the metro.
"Parking is an 'at will'
activity, Myers said. "If you
don't want the hassle of stop
and go congestion, and you
want to cut down on tickets, do yourself a favor and
save yourself some grief
and look at your options."
Students have also created their own strategies to
avoid tickets.
Humphrey said, "You
have to be observant. They
seem to be more lenient
during construction."
O'Neal's strategy is to
park in places where she
knows how meter people
work.
"I park in an area where
I know I can pay. the meter

\

consistently and ·avoid a
ticket even though I'm supposed to move my car,"
O'Neal said.
. O'Neal said that she
has also heard of strategies
such as "the buddy system,"
where two people swap cars
to park in the sau1e space
during tl1e day.
However, Myers created an interesting scenario
for students to put into perspective how money used
to pay tickets could be used
for something more enjoyable.
"A parking ticket, that's
$30. That's tickets [to a
show or concert]. You have
to think about what that
money could have been
used for if you hadn't had
to pay tickets. You begin
to see that tickets cut into
your lifestyle," Myers said.
Although parking has
its risks, for many students,
the perks that come with
having a caF see1n to be
worth "r01ling the dice."

Judge William B. Bryant, a Howard University
and Law School Alum died Sunday at the age of 94.
Bryant was the first African-American to serve as a
chiefjudge for the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia. Pre~ident Lyndon B. Johnson no1ninated BnJant to the federal bench in 1965. University
President H. Patrick Swygert, who was once a student of Bryant's, called him "one of the great legal
min{is and pioneers of justice." President Bush has
signed legislation for a $110 million addition to be
made to the federal courthouse in Bryant's name.

Bird Flu Not
Affecting Study
Abroad Plans
BY LEANNE ATTEJ-ONEY be traveling to Beijing
Contributing Writer

President
Bush
warned Americans last
week that if there is an
outbreak of the bird flu
pandemic, then world
travel may be restricted.
Although this announcement brought on some
anxiety about traveling,
Howard students who
plan to study abroad were
left unfazed.
Danielle Boveland,
a junior public relations
major, is traveling to
London in the spring and
has not given any thottght
to how bird flu may affect
her plans or life.
"What are you going
to do?" Boveland said.
"I'm not going to stop eating chicken."
Megan Goins,
a
junior psychology major,
is another student who
is not at all apprehensive
about the potential bird
flu pandemic outburst.
'Tm going to Italy.
I'm not going to let bird
flu stop me," she said.
Goins who will be
traveling to Florence during the spring semester
explained that if it really
, gets serious, however, she
will take the proper precautions for traveling and
get vaccinated.
Like Boveland and
Goins, Betty Aikens, the
directorofthestu(lyabroad
progra1n at the Ralph J.
Bunche
International
Affairs Center is not worried about the threat of
an outbreak and has no
fears or concerns about
bird flu. Although she will

and Singapore in the
upcoming week, Aikens
explained that Bush's
recent announcement is
no real reason why travel
plans wo,uld be affected.
"Bird flu didn't just
pop up. It has been around
for a while," she said.
Senior television productions major Anicia
Morris was also undaunted by the bird flu threat.
While studying in Beijing
during the spring 2005
sen1ester, she was told
that bird flu was nothing
to worry about during that
time of the year. Morris
said that during her five
month stay, she was not
affected by it in any way.
Besides being cautious, there have been no
warnings from the state
department or from the
Center for Disease Control
and Prevention against
travel due to the possibility of a bird flu threat. For
these reasons, Aikens has
not advised the sh1dents
who are preparing to travel abroad next semester
to avoid certain areas, nor
has she shared any concerns with students who
are already abroad.
Aikens said there
are currently
Howard
University students in
Japan, but ·no one has
expressed any worries or
fears about the bird flu to
her.
"They are more concerned with registering
for their classes for next
semester," Aikens said.

Photo Courtesy or W\!'W.OnC'Al'npU!f.e.du

Travel restrictions because .o f the bird flu are not
stopplng students from studying abroad .
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Howard Chess Club Reaches Out to D.C. Community
BY KERRI COX
• Contributing Writer

Krni Ol\·Spttlal 10 tho I Ulltop

Members of the Howard Chess Club competed In a tournament against area children who are a part of the Olympic Chess
House, an organization that teaches chess to children In D.C.

Members of the Howard
University Chess Club expanded
their knowledge of chess with
area cltildren by hosting a casual
tournament session for children of
the Olympic Chess House.
Held in the West Ballroom
of the Blackburn Center last
Wednesday, the tournament
offered students a rare opportunity to see cltildren ranging from
six to 14 become the intellectual
equals of college students as they
faced off over the chess board.
"We see t1tis as another opportunity to reach out to the conununity. Each semester, the children
from the Olympic Chess House
come and play members from the
Howard Chess Club," said Keron
George junior engineering major
and president of the Howard
Univt>rsity Chess Club. "It allows
them to see the campus and also
inspires them to continue the
game especially when they can
brag tllat they've played university
students and won."
The Olympic Chess House is

'
an organization that is comntit- child.ten successfully positioned in
ted to teaching the game of chess college and thinks that the scholto children in the D.C. conunu- arships offered would help signifinity. &tablished in 2000, the club cantly. However, she said that this
holds training sessions at various was not the sole reason for their
district schools and also allows involvement in the game.
"It's a positive game. Of
for cltildren within the program
to participate in tournaments cour~e they play other sports as
throughout the year. Since its con- well, but with chess they're using
ception, more than 3000 children their brains," Rucker said. "And
ranging from ages four to 17 have I always say that the brain works
taken part in some aspect of the the body...the body doesn't work
the brain"
program.
As well as being founder and
Founder and coordinator of
the Olympic Chess House, Vauglm coordinator of the Olympic Chess
Bennett, sees chess as a powerful House, Bennett also acts as meneducational tool that can greatly tor and coach to the members of
unpact and shape the future of the Howard Chess Club. He has
invested time in the club since
children.
"For too long we have been 2001 and has also made arrangedenied access to games such as ments for members to particigolf and tennis," Bennett said. pate in tournaments such as the
"But we will break through. Many National Chess Congress and the
universities offer chess scholar- Pan Anlerican Intercollegiate
ships to worthy students. Thus, I Chess Championships. In 2003,
see chess as a game that can pave the HU Chess Club participated
the way for their future."
in the National Chess Congress
Alicia Rucker looked on as and won in every section in which
three ofher children playedagainst it entered. In the Pan-Anlerican
college students more than twice Championships, the team repretheir age in the tournament. She senting the club placed 19 out of
agreed that she wants to see her 36 teams.

11tis year, the club is again
hoping to represent Howard in
a nwnber of tournaments and is
currently training a tean1 of seven
to eight people to participate in
its first tournament during the
Thanksgiving break. Until then,
however, its mission is to raise
awareness of the club on campus
and to give back to the community
whenever it can.
'We realize that, as a club,
we've gotten a lot of help from
older players who have always
come to meetings to offer support
and to help those less experienced
players c'.evelop their game techniques. So we want to do the same
for the young players out there,"
said Goorge, president of the
Howard University Chess Club.
The enthusiasm shown by the
young players present at the tournament proves they have already
developed a passion for the game
of chess. When asked to describe
his feelings for the game, 9-yearold Akili looked briefly a'vay from
his fifth game of the night and said
simply, "I like it. ...I think it's challenging."

Exhibit Shows Children's Artwork Howard Alum Starts Business
BY KERRI COX

BY CAREN STREET

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

As he strides down Georgia

An exhibition of artwork

entitled, "The Children of
Darfur: Picturing Genocide,"
will be entering its second week
at Howard.
The traveling exhibition
which is sponsored by Residence
Life, HU_Stand, and Africa
Action will be available for
viewing this week at the following dorms: The Quad ( Baldwin
lounge) on Tuesday, Carver Hall
on Wednesday, and the Bethune
Annex on Thursday. All showPhoto counts) or Aj~s.com
ings are from 7-9 p.m.
The exhibit currently being shown In dorms features crayon
The exhibition, which made
drawings by Sudanese chlldren smuggled out of Sudan, by
stops last week at Drew Hall,
an American doctor working with ' Doctors Without Borders."
Cook, Slowe, and Meridian,
is already drawing positive
children.
millennium that so many peoresponses.
"The exhibition is so mov"I haven't seen the exhibi- ple are ignoring because it is
ing. When I went, I thought I tion yet, but I am really looking not affecting us personally as a
would be looking at some little forward to it. I think that chil- country," Fennell said.
The artwork, which is on
drawings .of like sad faces and dren are the best portrayers of
things like that, I never imag- real life, especially through their loan from the non-governn1ental organization Africa Action,
ined that the drawings would art," Cole said.
be so shocking. I can't ilnaglrnise Fennell, a Howard was obtained through the work
ine going through what those , student who helped to spread of an American doctor who viskids went through. Everyone the word of the exhibit and who ited the Sudanese refugee camps
needs to see this," said JasmiJ1e has studied in-depth the trag- with the Humanitarian group
Colquitt, sophomore biology edy unfolding in Darfur hopes Doctors Without Borders.
that displaying these linages
"He brought with him 400
major.
Even those students who will help lead to a widespread crayons and 1nany sheets of
have not seen the display yet knowledge and hopefully relief paper and had the Dafuri chilunderstand its significance. for the refugees as well as an dren in the camps draw about
Anlysha Cole, a sopho1nore psy- end to the genocide.
their lives. The pictures in the
•;we hope to spread the exhibit are some of these drawchology major, said children
express themselves through word and shed some light on a ings. He smuggled them out of
their art and noted that draw- situation that has been going
See EXHIBIT, NEWS A5
ing is a fonn of psychology for on since the beginning of the

Avenue utilizing his most essential business tool, a sense of
purpose and determination is
e1nbodied in the step of Othniel
Alphonse. With at least half of
every day devoted to the progression of his business, it's no
wonder Alphonse is regularly
on his cell phone assisting clients with their growing needs in
information technology.
Alphonse, a 26-year-old
native of New York, graduated
from Howard University in 2004
with an information systems snd
analysis degree from the School
of Business. Well before then,
however, he began his ntission
to den1ystify the mystique of
computer systems.
In1998,Alphonselaunched
a computer service on Howard's
campus dedicated to providing affordable computer repairs
balanced with the knowledge to
efficiently make use of one's personal computer.
"I want to help people use
their PC to get information
whenever they need it," said
Alphonse in regards to his drive
to start the business.
Originally dubbed OdeeO's PC Support Group after
Alphonse's moniker, the business
began in conjunction with High
Tek Consulting, a firm established by Alphonse's undergraduate roommate, Clayton Harris.

Along with the ORUS Group, a
computer security company, the
technical enterprise has blossomed into what Alphonse calls
"your personal IT department".
E-Help!, as it was recently
renamed, offers 24-hour computer repair, maintenance, virus
removal, and data protection.
However, the service does not
end with the demise of a virus.
Alphonse solidifies a relationship with his customers so that
as their technical needs grow a.s
an individual or business entity,
he is able to expand their computer knowledge base.
Initially, Alphonse's interests in information tedmology
were sparked the summer preceding his sophomore year at
Howard by an internship with
Tssco, a computer consulting agency. The experience left
Alphonse with a realistic view of
information technology behind
the scenes, from hardware and
software, to security and network databases.
He decided to assist people
with their computers when he
realized that information was
a major compon~nt not only in
inlplementing successful company development, but in creating co1nmunity service and education projects.
"I am committed to supporting people in positive business
ventures," Alphonse said.
He is presently coordinating with Clayton Harris to host
a business professional and

entrepreneurial event called
"Pumps and Suits." The event,
which will be held at 8 p.m. on
Nov. 23 at the National Grill in
Georgetown, \'v'ill be designed
for aspiring entrepreneurs to
network.
Always humble, Alphonse
looksforwardtocontinuedlearning and growth in the future.
He is currently working on his
Master's in Information Security
at the University of Fairfax.
While e-Help! began with a
focus on the needs of Howard
students and faculty, Alphonse
plans to broaden his services by
providing companies with security assessments. He already
promotes entrepreneurship in
the community by designing web
pages for small businesses, but
with his Masters degree, he will
be able to write security policies
and help organizations comply
with government regulations.
He is also u1terested in the
legal aspects of information
technology. After obtaining his
JD, Alphonse's goal is to influence the creation of security legislature to help protect the right
to privacy.
"My strategy is slow and
deliberate in terms of growing
and training, but in the interin1,
I want to create a buzz about the
company and allow people to
grow with us," Alphonse said.
Ultimately, he wishes to
help people unlock the power
of the PC.

What's In A Name?
The Namesakes of Howard University
PHYLLIS WHEATLEY

HOWARD MACKEY

Phyllis Wheatley was the first black woman to
have a book published in Anlerica.
She was born in Gambia, Africa in 1753. At the
age of seven, Phyllis was kidnapped and sold at a
slave auction to a wealthy Boston family on July
11, 1761. John Wheatley bought Phyllis for his wife,
Susanna, as a personal servant. As was the custom
of that tilne, Phyllis was given the Wheatley's family
surname. Her first name apparently is said to have
derived from the ship that carried her to America,
The Phillis.
The Wheatley family educated Phyllis. Her gift
for writing poetry was encouraged by her owners
and their daughter, Mary. At the age of twelve, the
Newport Mercury published Phyllis's first poem, a
tale of two men who nearly drowned at sea, and of
their steady faith in G<>d. Her poem for the evangelist George v\lhitefield brought her instant success
at the rune of his death. She published more poems
between the years of 1771-1773, and a collection of
her poen1s was published in London in 1773.
Phyllis' popularity as a poet grew enormously
in both the United States and England. She even
appeared before General George Washington in
March in 1776 for her poetry and was a strong supporter of independence during the Revolutionary
War. She felt that slavery was the issue which separated whites from true heroism: "whites can not

The Architecture building may be a choice
spot for catching up with friends after class, but
many may not realize what the building's namesake, Howard H. Mackey, brought to Howard
University, D.C., and architecture in general. A
prominent African-American architect anJ a significant contributor to Howard's architectural
ed~cation history, Mackey set an exa1nple for
aspiring black architects to follow.
Mackey, who was born in 1901 and died
in 1987, was a faculty member and the head
of the Architectural Department and School of
Architectural and Planning.
His contributions to the District of Columbia
include his role in the African-American presence in the Brookland area in the i93os. With
the help of another prominent black architect,
he built thirteen international-style houses in the
area, including one for Nobel Peace Prize winner
Ralph Bunche. When Mackey became the head
of the architecture department in 1930, he made
a historical impact on the architecture program.
In 1951, under Mackey's direction, Howard's
Bachelor of Architecture degree was accredited by
the National Architecture Accrediting Board. He
was also responsible for the development of the
School of Architecture and Planning, formed in
1970. He turned that school into a self-governing,

hope to find Divine acceptance with the Almighty
mind when they disgrace and hold in bondage
Africa's blameless race."
In 1778, Phyllis received her freedom after the
death of her owners and 1narried a free black man
of Boston, J olm Peters. However, she was never able
to support her fainily. Eventually Peters deserted
Phyllis. To support herself and surviving child, she
had to work as a scullery maid in a boardinghouse.
Wheatley died on Dece1nber 5, 1784, in Boston,
Massachusetts as a result of childbirth.

Compiled Prescilla Watson

Emnmnucl J. Laney ·Staff Photoaraphtt

professional element of the architecture program,
and gave it the ability to give degrees. Mackey
also helped organize an exhibit of black architects'
work at the University.
In addition to his local contributions, Mackey
also worked in British Guiana and Surinam as an
architectural advisor to their governments. He
assisted with Trinidad's town planning m 1956
as well.
In 1975, the architecture building became the
Howard H. Mackey School of Architecture.

Co111piled by Nina Goodwine
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Attention Grad Parents

\,J

If you are raising a child while in graduate school,
this is the activity for you!! Come and network
with other Grad Parents and learn about 11elpful
resources available on campus.

•:•

U.S.AIR FORCE
UOSS INlO lHC ILUC

Grad Parents Networking Luncheon
Wednesday, November 16, 2005
12- 2 pm
Carnegie Building, Conference Room A

Coffee at Carnegie
Graduate students are invited to enjoy
coffee and conversation with colleagues
every third Thursday in the month.

Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplies and even gives you a monthly stipend for living
expenses. But it's the experience you'll gain after graduation that sets this program apart. As an Air Force

Thursday, November 17, 2005
10 am -12 pm
Carnegie Building, Presentation Room

dentist, you'll be in a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring are ongoing. You'll
have exposure to various specialties, and the weight of emergencies or difficult cases won' t rest on your
shoulders alone. For more information about our Health Professi ons Scholarship Program, call or
visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

•

Turns out your college fund bought diapers and formula.
It's Okay. With a student loan from Campus Door, you can get
onllne approval In less than a minute and cover up to 100%
of your education costs.

Now the attention Is on yo u.

c1
CAMPUS DOOR•
YOUR TUITION SOURCE

THE HILLTOP
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Metro Briefs
'

National Gallery of Art
BY SHAENA HENRY
Hilltop Stoff Writer

Located on the green and
yellow metro rail lines, the
National Gallery of Art holds
paintings, sculptures, decorative arts, and photographs from
the ~liddle Ages to the pre<:ent.
Currently, there are eight
special exhibits on display for
a lin1ited tin1e. Now through
March 2006, visitors can view
the exhibit, "Audubon's Dream
Realized: Selections from 'The
Birds of America'". In this collection there are 47 of J ohn
James Audubon's pieces of work
that feature realistic depictions
of birds.
'The Prints of Felix Buhot:
Impressions of City and Sea',
on display through February
2006, exhibits French artist
Felix-Hilaire Buhot's impressionist artwork featuring shots
of London and Paris.
Tiffany Williams, a senior
at Holton-Arms High School in
Bethesda, toured the National
Gallery of Art as part of an
assignment for her art history
project.
"I think the museum is
great," Willia1ns said. "The layout is kind of confusing, but the
art is grouped together well."
Willian1s said her favorite
piece was '"Jbe Cople) Family'
by John Singleton Copley.
"I like how it shows the
relationship
between
the
mother and her children," she
said. "The colors are great and
it shows a lot about that time
period."
Kelly Williams, Tiffany's
father, also enjoyed the museum's exhibits. Kelly said he was

most intrigued by the painting, "The Washington Family".
In this piece of work, artist
Edward Savage depicts George
Washington and his family
with a black man that has no
face.
"That says a lot about the
black people during that time,'"
said \.Villiams.
According to nga.gov, The
National Gallery of Art was
built in 1937 with the financial help of Andrew W. Mellon,
an art collector. Mellon also
donated paintings, sculptures,
and the building for the nluseu1n.
The gallery is divided
into two buildings. The West
Buildinr, was built by J ohn
Rus~ell Pope and at the time,
was the largest marble structure in the world according to
the museum's website. The
East Building features modPb-•IO ('"ourtf'l) o( pbo4. • ....,nJu4.,((,..
ern and contemporary amvork The National Gallery of Art holds much more than art. The
along with a research facility gallery also features lectures, concerts, and other exhibitions.
and an art reference library.
Leo J ensen caine to
Washington from Denmark every other weekend and said
Visitors can also experifor a conference. He and his the museum is great because it ence art through the film prowife, Tove Kvist, have toured is free and open to the public.
grams the National Gallery of
art galleries throughout Europe
"The people who volunteer Art offers. "Cine Chileno: Forty
including England, France, and here obviously like to help peo- Years of Films from Chile"
Italy.
ple, but have an appreciation presents 12 films by Chilean
"We always go to art galler- for art as well," Gusky saisl.
directors such as Aldo Francia
ies wh erever we go," Kvio;t said.
In addition to historical and Miguel Jjtten. This series
"\Ve have seen a lot of art gal- artwork, the National Gallery depicts the ways in which
leries in Europe, but A111erican of Art also provides programs Chilean cine1na has been influpictures a different."
for visitors to attend. Family enced by art.
Kvist said h er favorite piec- activities such as "Feathered
Gallery concerts are also
es in the National Gallery of Art Friends" give children and held at the National Gallery of
are by the artist Rembrandt.
adults an opportunity to learn Art including "Holiday Caroling
"The people here are very drawing and watercolor tech- in the Rotunda" by guest choirs
friendly and ready to a nswer n iques while viewing owls, hum- on December 10, 11, 17 and 18.
questions," she said. "Overall, mingbirds, and pelicans depictthe atmosphere is very nice."
ed in John James Audubon's
Angela Gusky volunteers at amvork.

Diweli: A Celebration of
Indian Culture

Montgomery County Begins
Major Construction Project
lar project is designed to
ease east to \vest traffic
between Rockville Pike
and Interstate 270. After
15-years of delays, the
Montrose Park\·\'ay is
scheduled for completion by 2008. County
officials said this park\vay is i:hl' largest road
construction funded \\i.th
county dollars. Critics of
the Montrose Park\vay
said that the park,\·ay v.111
\Vorsen suburban spra,vl,
c:.nd that the money could
be better used for expansion of mass transit.

Officials
in
Montgomery
County
are starting on the
anticipated
Montrose
Parkway bigh\vay project. The $68 n1illion dol-

Charges Against George Mason
University Student Dropped

UNIVEll.lll
Fairfax County prosecutors dropped charges
against a George l\.Iason
University student. The
student,
27-year-old
Tariq Khan, \vas arrested
after protesting nlilitary
recruiters on campus.
Khan \vas arrested after
he stood by recruiter
tables distributing fliers
and \vearing signs. One

Y

flyer accused recruiters of
lying. Prosecutors did not
give a reason for dropping
the charges, but George
Mason officials said that
they didn't \\·ant to press
charges in the first place.
George Mason University
recently created a task
force to revie"' and update
its policies on the use of
public space.

D.C. Council Considers Panel on
Poverty
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The
District
of
Colun1bia city council
is considering creating a
panel to deal ,,·ith poYerty.
The com111ission, which
\Vas discussed at an open
hearing last 'veek, " 'ould
focus on things s uch as

\vhere the poor arc educated, "·here they \vork, and
ho\\' to improve the lives of
those \vho are struggling.
The idea for a co1n1nission
ca1ne from councilmember
~1a rion Bar ry.

Fairfax County Neighborhood
Battles Geese Problems

Popularly known as the Festival of Lights, Diwan Is celebrated each year by lndlans all
over the world to mark the victory of good over evil. People light up their houses with oll lamps,
candles or electric lights, distribute gifts and sweets and light fire crackers on Dlwall. This Is the
most Important of the Hindu festivals In India.
On November 3, 2005, students and administrators gathered In the Gallery Lounge of
the Blackburn Center for the first ever celebration of the festival on campus. Anita Nahal, Ph.D.,
director of International Affairs and Women's Programs In the Graduate School, organized the
event. The event received support from the Graduate School, International Students Services
Office, Graduate Student Councll, Howard University Student Association, Asian Students at
Howard Association, the Religious Fellowship Council and many others campus organizations.

Because ofan increasing
problem '"ith geese, Fairfax
County n1ay soon enact an
ordinance against feeding
geese. The Canadian geese
have become such a problen1 for one Fairfax County
neighborhood that the
Fairfax Board of supervisors is considering a fine
of $so dollars for anyone
caught feeding the geese.
Wildlife experts feel that
the ordinance \vill not help
control the geese issue, but
residents have complained
1'00«> Ccurfc>) ,..r lbe Wibhrnglon l""I
of an intensified population. For no\\', the ordi- Landing
neighborhood,
nance \vould ren1ain a pilot but officials say it could be
program in the Stratford expanded if it's successful.
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EXHIBIT, from Campus A2

the Sudan by interleaving
them in a copy of the Sunday
New York Times he had brought
with him, because he was afraid
the Sudanese authorities might
confiscate them," said Eleanor
King of Howard University's
Department of Sociology, and
HU_ Stand.
Howard students who have
yet to see the exhibit are encouraged to catch it sometin1e this
week.
"I feel that it is important that everyone experience
the exhibition for themselves
because you can see the reality
of the situation that is happening
to the people of Darfur through a
child's perspective, and the sight
and the seriousness of the children's drawings makes you want
to create a change for the sake of
humanity and mankind alone,"
Fennell said.
King said that people today
are so bombarded by the tragedies and injustices of everyday
life such as Hurricane Katrina
and fatal car accidents that
"we get inured to it and do not
understand what all those deaths

"

mean."
King said it is hard for people
in the United States to con1prehend what is happening in other
countries.
"It is also hard for us to
i1nagine what it would be like
to be burned out of our homes,
forced to flee, while helicopters
and planes bomb us and men
shoot us. In this exhibit we see
pictures of the horrendous violence that overtook the lives of
the children who drew them and
their reaction to it," King said.
King hopes that the exhibition will stir the Howard community into action.
"Greater campus awareness
of the tragedy going on in Darfur,
and frankly calls for action: pressure put on Congress and on th..:
President to put their money
where their mouth is. After calling what was going on in Darfur
"a genocide", how can we just
sit back and continue to watch
it happen? Give support to the
African Union so their peacekeeping troops can do their jobs,"
King said.
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CHARLES R. DREW HALL
I

Presents

MAN TALK:
Black Male Leadership Forum

~---~Lrnl: 11 Uij rcaJ?:,,~

I

· Why politics?
Why now?
Why you?
•

November 17, 2005@ 7:30 pm
Seely G. Mudd Medical School Auditorium
Featured ~peakers:

Mr. Michael A. Brow·n
(Washington D.C. Mayoral Candidate)

Mr. Elliott Johnson
WWW.THEHILLTOPONLINE.COM

(100 Black Men America, Inc.)

The Office of Student Activities

COLUMBIAm
PICTURES
[.J.J I
c•
....
"' mn

Invites all Students and Student Organizations to
Participate in the

REVOLUTION

&

The Eighteenth Annual
Help The Homeless SK Walkathon
The Hilltop
•

Saturday, November 19, 2005

INVITE YOU AND AGUEST TO A

SPECIAL AflViillCES RH.~~ NG
OF

On the
The National Mall
Between 12th & 14th Streets, NW

\l f. Nff]

'-~..i!::;;:::;J

TO RECEIVE A
COMPLIMENTARY PASS
FOR TWO TO AN ADVANCE
SCREENING IN
WASHINGTON, DC
STOP BY

By signing up with the Office of Student Activities
The registration fee is waived

THE HILLTOP OFFICE

Howard participants will gather at the flagpole at 8:00 am
A light breakfast will be provided!!!!

AT
2251 SHERMAN AVE., NW
DURING BUSINESS HOURS
NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY.
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVED.
ONE PASS PER PERSON.
NO PHONE CALLS.
EMPLOYEES OF THE
HILLTOP ARE NOT
ELIGBL.E
.....

Registration Deadline: November 16 (Wed)

For more information
Contact the Office of Student Activities at 806-7000
Sponsored through the Office of Student Activities and Sodexho Dining Services

THE HILLTOP
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-·

The Hilltop

DITO RIALS
VOLUME 89, NO. 56

NOVEMBER 15, 2005

WWW.THEIIlLLTOPONLINE.COM

I
MRN ! I can not keep
up with all these NBR
rules.
.___
~---~,,.
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TI1e NBA has taken its share tin1cs see fit to express the111 change them as people. Please
of blows and criticism over the in ways that might not be flat- believe that people can start
years for having difficult and tering. \\'hen competition gets thro\\ing hands with a button
argumentative players. No one hectic, teams start to loosen and -up and blazer on. \Ve do appresaw the Ron Artest fight com- fans have a bit too much beer, ciate seeing the intelligent and
ing and he definitely caught a it is only natural that a brawl talented brothers looking prolot of heat for reacting to the might ensue. Why not point fcssional since there is nothing
ridiculous fans throw- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - wrong ·with getting
ing beer. It seemed
your grown inan
for a moment that the
on. A study conannouncer should have
ducted a year ago
hollered out "Order on
b) Sp0rts Illustrated
Roughly
a
year
after
the
the court!~ as chaos
asked young boys
ensued.
infamous Ron Artest fight, the how inany of them
The NBA publicpreferred the NBA
NBA has cleaned up a bit.
ity department's blood
to college basketball
pressure probably rose
and only one out of
collectively. But now,
15 raised their hand.
with a dress code in place, fights to hockey as an example or the That in itself reflected an examquiet and games in full swing crazy parent<; of child athletes ple of the NBA's concerns.
things seem to be on the up and letting their tempers get the best
A year later, we give the
up.
of them? Somehow if it's a big, league their respect for trying to
We can applaud the black man... it's that much n1orc 1nake improven1ents. However,
NBA for making the atte111pt lo of a probh•m huh?
they need t keep in mind
get out of the negative spotlight
The dress code is .1noth- that people will be people and
but what they need to remen1ber cr interesting attempt to kind so1ne things will be out of their
is people arc people. Hun1an of polish the image. However, hands.
beings have emotions and some- the clothes players wear do not

Our View:

Chronic Inefficiencies
I \\Titc to exp~ess my agreement with the views of Rochee
Jeffrey published Wednesday,
November 9. Howard University
must stn1ggle very hard not to
fit the stereotype of inefficiency
that follows the black identity in
the United States like a ghost.
After reading Jeffrey's letter, I was reminded of an incident that happened to me back
in September of this year. As a
new graduate student, I took the

1nandatory Expository \'\'riting exam but the results had not
Exam on August 22. About a been posted yet. l should check
n1onth later when I went onlinc back in a week or so. Today,
to check my results, the mes- about two months later, rending
sage was that "our records show Jeffrey's letter sent me logging
that you have registered for the on to check my results again.
exams but have not taken it. I got the same message. I had
TI1crefore there are no results registered but had nol taken
for you" or something along U1e exam. I know I have taken
those lines. I called the number the exam and I wonder why
listed for the person to contact. the results are still not online.
I '"·lS told that she was no longer This is indeed a classical case
at that position. The !adv who of chr')n1c inefficiency. Howard
answered the phone chec~ ~d for needs to wake up and shake off.
me and said yes, I had taken the ·n1anks Jeffrey.
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Football Team, Marching Band Share Same Benefits
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15, 2005

,

a football player is not too different Everyday we take what we've learned
from that of other Howard students. It and prefect it," said Lawrence Perkins,
includes attending class and occasional a sopho1nore audio production major
Whether the sun is beaming steadi- social activities. But what makes the and vice president of Howard's marchly on the field of Greene Stadium, or the difference is the extra 20 hours a week ing barid.
rain is pouring down and soaking every athletes dedicate to weight training,
As far as their treatment by the
yard and both end zones, the Bison practices and meetings.
University and the funding they receive
football team always has fans suppor"We don't only have three and in order to properly run their organizatung them in the stands.
a half hour practices every day," senior tions, both the football team and the
But is it the football team that defensive end Mike Brown said. "After marching band seem pleased.
draws in so many anxious viewers? Or is pr1:1ctice we have tea1n meetings that
Brown understands that Howard
it Howard's Showtime Marching Band last for an hour and a half, we have to is only a Division I AA program, so
that mesmerizes HU students leaving lift throughout the week, and of course there is only so much they can expect
them wanting more?
there's the ga1ne on Saturday".·
as a team. "I can't complain. Howard's
Both the football team and the
The marching band's schedule treating me well".
marching band put in lots of ti1ne in is not too different.
The football team receives new helgrueling practices all week.
"Basically our entire week is ded- mets and shoulder pads every year to
A typical week in the life of icated to the ga1ne and our routine. replace the ones that are worn out and
can no longer be used.
In his fourth season coaching at
Howard, head coach Rayford Petty is
pleased that after five years of use, his
team has received new football uniforms for this year's season. "We now
have great quality uniforms and the
ones we just stopped wearing were in
pretty good shape".
The players are also happy \vith the
new uniforn1s, and inostly pleased with
the accessibility of equipment. "They
supply us well; they fulfill our basic
needs," said the team's defensive end
and junior physical education major,
Jarret Burgess.
After 10 years of not having an
official uniform, the band too received
new uniforms this year.
"Howard's done a greatjob funding
Gnbrit l \ 'trno n-Staff Pbo togrnpbt r
everything. I don't really have anything
The Bison Football Team Is lodged at hotels, such as the Hyatt, Double
negative to say," Perkins said, going on
Tree and Hilton, while participating In competition on the road.
to describe the condition of the marchBY JU MANA ABDUL-MALIK
Contributing Writer

NBA Makes Moves to Revamp Image
BY CARYN GRANT
Asst. Sports Editor

tests per season and penalties
for using performance-enhancing drugs will be increased.
Players will no longer be

C;abri<'I

\cmo n~St.urf Phot~rt phtr

The Showtlme Marching Band received new uniforms last spring, In April.
Prior to t his, the band had not had updated uniforms in 10 years.

ing band's instruments as able to perform their basic functions and in good
playing condition.
When it comes to traveling,
however, the football team and the
marching band enjoy different privileges.
While the football tea1n has
spent past seasons staying at a list of
hotels that include the Hyatt, Double
Tree, and Hilton hotels, the marching
band enjoys a different level of luxury at hotels such as Ramada and Red
Moose Inns. Perkins said though, that
the lodging the band receives is decent.
The differences continue in the
amount of support the football team
and the band feel they receive fro1n the

student body at Howard.
Standing on the sideline and in
perfect view of the stands, Burgess sees
p. change in the density of the crowd
every gaine.
"I see the stands get very heavy
right before half time. Then they get
really light right after half time".
The support Howard has for
both the football team and the band has
been shown through the full attendance
the games have had this season.
Whatever s1nall differences the
football team and the marching band
have make no difference to the dedication they put into their performance
and the gratitude Howard students
show them through support.

Rodriguez Named 2005 AL 1VIVP

limit for entering the NBA draft
was raised from 18 to 19 and
players must be at least one year
removed from high school.
Upon the announcement of
these modifications, many NBA
players and media personalities questioned the reasoning
for altering what drew in its
most marketable audience-the young, hip-hop
generation.
Perhaps it is because
those teenage fans that idolize Allen Iverson aren't the
same fans that buy courtside
season tickets year after year.
Stern sees the issue as
1nuch larger than ticket sales,
but thinks that the changes
are necessary.
"Maybe for a variety of reasons we pulled back too much,"
said Stern to the Globe.
"Or 1naybe we got spoiled
by a generation of players who
did these things as a matter of
course and as we got younger we
moved away from them. So, we
have to slowly remind ourselves
[what to do)."

New York Yankees third baseIt was called the worst brawl
man, Alex Rodriguez, \.Von his
in NBA history. It resulted in a
second American League Most
total of 142 gaine suspensions
Valuable Player award in three seaand $11,342,832 in fines
sons on Monday.
and lost salary.
He received 16 first place
Last seasons melee
votes, 11 second and one third for
between Ron Artest and
a total 331 points front the Baseball
rowdy Detroit Piston
Writers' Association of America
fans has left the NBA at a
to defeat David Ortiz (307 points),
lost to recover its image.
Vladimir Guerrero (196) and
So how does a professionManny Ramirez (156) on his way to
al league recover from
becoming the first Yankee player to
such an ugly scene that
was replayed thousands
lvin the award since Don Mattingly
of tin1es on hundreds of
in 1985.
Having won his first AL MVP
television stations?
Through
dress
alvard in 2003 in his last season
p laying shortstop \.vith the Texas
codes, age-limits and
Rangers, Rodriguez joins an elite
community service. At
least that has been NBA
group of only four players to \.vin
commissioner
David
the a\.\·ard lvith hvo tcanis and is
Stern's course of action
also the fourth player to ,,·in at hvo
as he attempts to reesdifferent positions.
tablish a positive image
Rodl·iguez \.vill receive a $1 milof the NBA.
lion bonus for winning the a\vard
"We're working on a
in addition to his $252-million, 10job description," said Stern
year contract.
allowed to make
in a Boston Globe article. "It's
the jump from high
to help the players understand school to the NBA. The agewhat the job is. The job is not
only to go to practice and win
games. The job is representing
the NBA to all constituencies.
Community relations. Public
relations. Sponsor relations."
After years of players
being enthralled in legal troubles-Allen
Iverson-accused
of assault and infidelity-Kobe
Bryant- and seen as violent
- Ron Artest, Stern is taking
action against such negative
images.
Not only has the com1nissioner instituted the infamous
dress code the NBA has also
begun its newest initiative, NBA
Cares.
The new program is a global
community outreach initiative that gained .much recognition for its efforts in Hurricane
Katrina relief.
The program pledges to
"raise and contribute $100 million for charity, donate more
than 1 million hours of hands-on
volunteer service to communities around the world, and build
more than 100 places where kids
can learn and play."
Aside fron1 NBA Cares,
under the new collective bargaining agreement between the NBA
and NBA Players Association, a
number of player requirements
have been altered to increase
accessibility and professionalis1n.
After the MLB steroid conSOPHOMORES! APPLY NOW FOR A SCHOLARSHIP WORTH ABOUT $16,000 PER YEAR AND OUR PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP COURSE!
·troversy, NBA players are now
Register for Army ROTC. For info, contact Captain Graham at202-806-9341,eric.graham3@us.army.mil, or visit the Army ROTC Dept. in Douglass Hall, Rm 20A.
subject to four random drug
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Hot Beats · Bring Fire To Cool Season
BY JOHN KENNEDY
Conttibutmg Wtiter

BY JANA HOMES
Life & Style Editor

Or is music therapeutic and
all that trite, clichc stuff like
that?
It has a way of saying exactly
what you're feeling at that particular moment. And nle, personally, I always happen to find the
right song at the right n1on1ent.
Or rather, it finds me.
There are few things in
the world equal to the motion
involved in walking down the
street and hearing a song waft on
the wind from a nearby window
that sums up exactly what you
were just thinking to yourself.
Even right now, I can think
of at least a gazillion songs that
express exactly what's going on
in that dimly lit s1noky cafe that
serves as my mind.
Ironic that the topic in The
Hilltop office as I'm writing
this is 1nusic. Allow me to transcribe ...
Copy Editor 1: I like to listen
to that when I'm driving at
night. But I keep the windows
up, cause people look at you
funny.
Copy Editor 2: Yeah, I listen
to my rock at night, too.
Copy Editor 3: Oohhh, do we
have any Papa Roach?
Copy Editor 2: No, that's what
I said, cause that's the hotness.
This all strikes me as amusing, because my personal computer is here and they're enjoying playing u ADD" DJ on my
iTunes. It's putting me in a good
way to hear some of my less conventional songs play and have
people know them and request
more of the same. Makes me
think I may not be alone in nly
love of different genres, like rock
and country, and even Disney
soundtracks, as uncool as they
may seen1.
I'll be the first to admit that
I've got some melodic tastes that
pull from a lot of random spots
on the musical gamut. But some
people are as close-minded as
I am open and that's a shame,
because people tniss out on some
good stuff that way.
Last tin1e this office had the
benefit of my song selection,
there was heard the exclamation "What's with all th1. white
music?" \nd that's just tra~ic.
Some white folks have made
some good stuff, just like son1e
black folks have n1ade some bad
stuff.
Sure, my topic deviated
from how n1usic channels what
I'm thinking to tolerance, but
still... That's the power of inusic.
It can distract you fron1 whatever it was you were thinking or,
in a lot of cases, plop you down
where it wants you to be.

Maestro Jana would love
to chat, but she's gotta' protect
her laptop from the scuffle over
track selection. You can e-mail
her at lifeandshJleo506@yahoo,
.com, if they don't shatter her
computer first.

As the weather chills, students are hoping for simmering
1nusic releases to balance the
frosty winter climate.
Juelz Santana, who performed at his second Howard
University Homecoming last
1nonth, is set to release one of the
nlost sought after albums of
the season. With the hit
singles "Mic Check" and
"There It Goes (The Whistle
Song)" heating up airwaves
nationwide, Santana's boldly titled sophomore album,
"What the Game's Be1..n
Missing," may help him
completely emerge from
Cam'ron's sha<low to solo
stardom.
"I already know it's
going to be fire because it's
Juelz - Aye!" said sophomore legal communication
major Mariama Kiawu, imitating Santana's signature
slogan.
Others are not as certain of the album's creative
potential.
"I liked what tl1ey
did with his first albun1,"
said senior film production major Mike Ivey, "the
songs were more personal. 'vVhere can he go from
there?' is my question. Will
he say anything that I want
to hear more than two or
three times?"
Remy Ma will also get
the chance to shine solo on
her debut albun1, "There's
Something About Remy: Based
on a True Story." The album
features production from Scott
Storch and Swizz Beats, along
with unreleased Big Pun vocals.
Another first-tilne solo
albwn will come fron1 Pharrell
Williams, one half of the
Neptunes. Williams, who now
uses the moniker Skateboard P,
will present listeners with "In
My Mind," an equally hip-hop
and R&B album.
··rm 'hella' excited about
that," said junior film production major Lauren Croom of
Williams' solo release, which

will feature Gwen Stefani, Jay-Z
and many others. "Pharrell is
a monster. I buy everything he
1nakes; I actually 'buy' it."
One artist not new to
solo gigs is Cash Money's Lil'
Wayne, who is representing the
South with "The Carter Vol. 2,"
the second of what is rumored
to be a five-part collection. An
included bonus CD ·will feature

chopped-and-screwed versions
of\Veezy's ~reatest hits.
"It seen1s like Lil \Vayne's
albums get better and better,"
said senior mechanical engineering major Mikal Ankrah.
Border's Books and Music
CD sales associate Marcus Battle
predicts that "The Carter Vol. 2"
will do well, partly because of
Hurricane Katrina's destruction
in New Orleans.
"That's going to be a way
that a lot of people can help
out," Battle said. "They boost
his albu111 sales and he can take
his profit and put it back into
his hometown."
Those who prefer the R&B
gentlemen to the harder edged
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The Bundle Effect: Layering for Warmth
BY YASMINE PARRISH

111any who do it for the aesthetic
Hilltop Staff Wtiter
appeal.
"I layer because I like to
With the weather becom- wear a Joi of rolors. I layer if
ing colder each day, layering I don't sec enough colors in
clothes is an ilnportant skill to 1ny outfit or it's cold outside
know. While it seems as if n1any because I don't own 1nany big
don't know about '1ong johns", coats, so I just layer" mentioned
through thermal undershirts Marlena Batts a sophomore
and lots of cozy knits, the con- fashion merchandising major.
cept of putting clothes on top of "I just experiment a lot \vith
more clothes to stay warm still ho'' it looks, I can put someexists.
thing on in the n1orning and
"It's important to wear lay- switch it around a hit and make
ers in those winter months, it look completely different by
because if you don't, you're the tlflle I walk out of the door.
going to freeze!" said Nyanquoi I don't really 'match'- I'm just
Yaragawon a junior biology concerned 'vith not clashing. I
base everything on sight."
maJor.
While layering is a quite
Batts didn't seem to be the
functional technique, there are only one who doesn't own any

Emergency Medical Technician Education now available at UDC.
Become an ambulance attend ... , •L & driver in just one semester of study.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battle, \vho ' said several
customers have asked about
Ginuwine's new project, wasn't
satisfied with his last album,
'"l11e Senior."
"[The Senior] just didn't
bring what Ginuwine can normally bring to the table," Battle
said. "It just had 'In Those
J eans' and that was it. I know
he can come a lot better than
that."
Some,
including Croom, don't think
Ginuwine will be able to
revisit the top of the R&B
world.
"He has to have at
least four bangers on
the album," Croom said.
"The first single is not one
of them."
Diddy is once again
revitalizing tlle soul of
the Notorious B.I.G. with
a second posthumous
album, "Duets:,The Final
Chapter." The album will
add a twist to some of
Biggie's most memorable
Some well known artists, lncludlng
lyrics, with original beats
Glnuwlne, Lii' Wayne and even the
and cameos by artists like
late Notorious B.l.G., are releasing winter albums, while many well T.I., The Game, 2Pac and
Bob Marley.
known names plan to debut solo
While
many are
projects.
excited to hear the late
Top Left: Duets: The Final Chapter,
emcee in a contemporary
The Notorious B.l.G.
context, the question of
Top Right: The Carter II, Lii Wayne
whether the album is a
Bottom: Back II Da Basics,
musical tribute or exploiGlnuwine
tation lingers in the minds
of some students.
"I think it's a little
1994 debut album, "Peep This," bit of both," Ivey said. "1lusic
feels that he will fi nally experi- is what keeps him alive in the
ence the music success he has minds of his fans, but at the
long deserved.
sa1ne time it's a money-making
"He's always been able to thing."
There are otllers, whose
sing and he's always been able
to write," Croom said, "plus he opinions lean more towards the
plays the piano."
idea of exploitation.
"It seems like [Diddy] is
"He doesn't do anything
for me as a singer," Kiawu said, just trying to make money off of
countering the opinions of son1e B.I.G. because it's not any new
of her fellow students.
material," Ankrah said. "It's
Another returning crooner going to sell, I just don't agree
is Ginuwine, whose new single, with using B.I.G. just to make a
"When V\'e Make Love," is rap- couple of extra dollars."
In the end, all of the artidly nloving up the charts as he
takes fans "Back II Da Basics."
ists releasing albums this winter
"I can't wait for that album, are hoping to profit off their
because tllat is my second baby's efforts.
daddy," Bryant said.
rapper may find Jamie Foxx's
"Unpredictable" n1ore pleasing.
The hype around Foxx's reintroduction to music is soaring
sky high with the actor/singer's
Acade1ny Award-winning performance in Ray - the biopic
of Ray Charles - and n1usical
appearances alongside Kanye
West.
Croom, who owns Foxx's

Begin an exciting and rewarding career in emergency medical services.
Great clinical experience for allied health, nursing, and pre-med majors.
Clinical education provided by DC Fire and Emergency Medical Services.
Evening course January 9 through May 19, 2006.
Prerequisite for the UOC paramedic program.
Student loans available from Sallie Mae.

***

Univers ity of the
District of Columbia

202-744-0034
www.niems.org

coats, "creative layering is key
beeause a lot of students don't
want to buy a coat!" exclaimed
fashion merchandising professor Doreen Vernon. "People are
picky about buying coats, students want an inexpensive coat
that looks nice and keeps the1n
warm. Since they can't find that
for under $200.00, then they
layer alot."
Though it seems as if people
like Batts has layering down to a
science it didn't as come easy to
all, especially those frotn below
the Mason-Dixon line. "I'm
from Atlanta, so all this dressing in layers has been pretty
new to me in the pasts 2 years~
Yargawon said.
Sophomore
accounting
nlajor AJ Collins agreed felt the
same way, '"Sure, I know what
long johns are but I have never
worn them or seen them until
1ny freshmen year in college
because I'n1 fron1 Texas."
With the winter weather
coming on full blast even those
who never had to layer before
are now seeing the importance
of this \'linter-time technique.
"Layering is great for the
winter. When you go inside
a building its wann, so if you
layer-you can take son1ethi11g
off. You go outside and it's cold
so you can put more layers on.
If not you'll go inside and be hot
and sweat and then go outside
and catch a cold. Layering is so
essential," Batts said.
After numerous students
complained about not being able
to find an attractive yet affordable coat Professor Vernon
taught a few of her students
how to 1uake a fashionable substitute, "I taught 1ny students
how to n1ake a wrap!" she said.
"Buy a about three yards of nice
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Blazers, hoodles, and various t-shlrts are among the Items
that Howard University students are partial to layerlng.
fabric for about $30.00 and cut
a hole in the middle for the neck
and cut down the back and you
have a basic wrap that you can
style any way you'd like. It's so
versatile and easy to do, so even
if you don't have a coat you can
still stay wann ..,
Though neither Collins nor
Yargawon are used to the chilling temperatures brought on
in the D.C. \vinter, they both
have mastered how to look good
and stay warm during the cold
months.
"For the sake of style,
what you wear as far as 1ayers' depends on the look you're
going for. If you want the chill
look, [wearing] a thermal under
a tee is a good way or for that
grown and sexy, maybe an
oxford under a sweater. But
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you can't forget about the North
Face and peacoat, those are the
life savers" Yargawon said.
"When it's cold, you got to
have some scarfs, a bungin' coat,
and good sweaters" Collins said,
"I like to shop at Bcnncton, J
Crew, and online inostly...
Yargawon gave a bit ofshop
ping advice as well, " ...if you
want more of an urban look, Up
Against the Wall is great place
,but you can't sleep on J Crew!"
Whether it's \vith a North
Face or an originally designed
wrap 'vith thermals and sweaters all between, students at
Howard University see1n to
know how to keep il wann and
stylish all at the san1e time.

